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While I was driving through
the picturesque Virginia
countryside last summer I

was so taken with the surrounding
beauty that I almost drove past my
destination of Parker Bows which is
located near the small southern
town of Mint Springs, Virginia.
Parker Bows is home to the Parker
Bow line of compounds and cross-
bows and operates under the direc-
tion of Bob Errett, its founder and
President. Errett is a soft spoken man
who listens when you talk and seems
to analyze each word you say. If I
needed to describe him in one word
it would be commitment. It is obvi-

ous that he is a man that cares great-
ly about what he does and is satisfied
with nothing less than his best. 

Errett who spent ten years as a
sales manager for the Bear Archery
Company, established Nationwide
Archery Distributors in 1984.
Nationwide soon outgrew its original
home in an old Moose Lodge and
moved to the present modern day
facility which now houses Parker
Bows. Nationwide Archery Distrib-
utors offered a full line of bows and
archery related accessories to deal-
ers across the country and became
one of the largest archery distribu-
tors and arrow manufacturers in the

U.S. In 1994, discouraged by the bow
companies’ lack of attention to dis-
tributors and failure to provide a rea-
sonable profit margin, Nationwide
stopped selling bows. Like a man
with an idea for a better mousetrap,
in 1996 Errett decided to design and
manufacturer his own line of bows
known as the Parker brand.  

Bob Errett and Guy Rowzie
designed the first Parker bow models
and all the associated components.
In addition to his archery knowl-
edge and technical experience,
Rowzie is in charge of purchasing
for Parker ensuring the steady flow
of materials necessary to support

Virginia Bow Maker Sticks 

Pictured right to left are Parkers senior officers: Tom Woodworth, Vice President/General Manager, Guy Rowzie, Vice President,
Purchasing/Production and Product Development, Johnny Grace, Vice President, Sales/Special Projects & Product Development and
Bob Errett, President.
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the manufacturing operation.   
In the first year Parker offered

just two bow models and used its
contacts with its existing Nationwide
dealer accounts to introduce and
promote its bows. Parker caught on
with the dealers from day one. “From
the start our goal was to provide a
bow for the bow hunter that was
quiet, efficient, forgiving and fairly
priced,” Errett stressed. “However we
also knew it was just as important
that we provide the dealer with on
time delivery, trouble free warranty
service and a generous built-in prof-
it margin.”

Based on that philosophy Parker
offered three models in its second
year and kept expanding its line until
in 2006 it contained 16 different

bows for youth,
women and
men. Parker
Bows has been
in existence
just ten years,
but claims to be ranked in the top
four manufacturers of compound
bows in the world. It has twice been
named as an Inc. 500 Company and
has been listed as the fastest growing
company in Virginia in three sepa-
rate years. In 2003 Parker also
entered the crossbow market with
the introduction of the laminated
wood stocked-Safari Classic and
camo Safari Magnum models.
Crossbow sales took off and now
Parker offers five different crossbow
models. 

“I think it is important to stress
that we are a complete bow manu-
facturer,” explained Errett. “All of our
bows are designed, marketed and
assembled in-house while all of our
components including our limbs are
manufactured at our machining
location off site which utilizes 22
CNC machines and operates one
and sometimes two shifts. By con-
trolling every step of our design,
manufacturing and assembly

To Formula That Wins Fans
By Tim Dehn

Todd Wade places a bow complete with limbs, rest and sight
installed into a pneumatic bow press to have the eccentrics, string,
nocking point and string peep installed. These new pneumatic oper-
ated bow presses, recently installed on Parkers assembly line, allow
the bow technicians to cut assembly time and improve efficiency.

Bob Peck, Director of Marketing, joined Parker’s staff in May
of 2006. Peck comes to Parker with extensive marketing
research experience within the archery industry and as the
former owner of Forever Outdoors, a marketing research
group. In addition to his marketing duties Peck will also be
responsible for the development of Parkers web site.

Continued on page 16
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process we can guarantee a high
quality product. Being totally self
contained also allows us to be lean
and efficient resulting in keeping our
manufacturing costs down, which is
reflected in the price of our products
making them affordable for our
retail customers and profitable for
our dealers.” 

Johnny Grace, Parker’s Vice
President of Sales, Special Projects
and Product Development, joined
Parker Bows in 1997. Grace brought
with him extensive experience in the
archery industry both in manufac-

turing and retail sales. Grace also
owned and operated his own archery
retail business for ten years before
joining Parker and the design team
of Errett and Rowzie. 

“I was really excited about being a
part of Parker’s team,” Grace said.

“Bob’s, (Errett’s)
dedication to quality
and customer ser-
vice makes it easy to
work here. He only
believes in doing the
right thing and
encourages every-
one to do their best
because he believes
our customers
deserve no less.”

“Quality products and customer
service are our goals,” Grace contin-
ued. “It does no good to have a pop-
ular product that you can’t deliver.
Parker not only offers new and
innovative products but it backs
them up with its ability to deliver.
For example our employees are
cross-trained in all phases of the
operation so they can fill in as need-
ed allowing us to react quickly to
any changes in production needs.
Basing our production projections
on our historical data, we maintain
a large inventory of finished bows,
components and sub-assemblies.
This allows us to not only fill con-
ventional orders but also to respond
immediately to any special order

Circle 127 on Response Card for Medalist Huntgear Max

Johnny Grace, Vice President, Sales/Special Projects & Product
Development for Parker shares his office space with some of his
personal trophies and his favorite Parker Hunting Bow.

Lynn Kimble, Administrative Assistant has one of the pleasant voic-
es that you may hear on the other end of the line when you call
Parker Compound Bows.

Pictured left to right are Dave Jones, Doug Harris and Jim Wynne, who head up Parker’s
Sales/Technical Dealer and Customer Service. Behind them is a map indicating the loca-
tions of some of Parkers over 1,500 retail dealers.

Continued from page 13
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needs. Depending upon what time
of the day an order is placed it is
almost always shipped the same
day.”

“In addition to our unparalleled
deliveries we also offer a lifetime

warranty and MSRP pricing that
assures the dealer of a good profit
margin.” explained Grace. “Our war-
ranty is simply the best in the indus-
try. First of all because of what we
have learned about the characteris-
tics of our limb material and our
limb shaping techniques we have a
limb failure rate of less then ¼ of one
percent. However that is not the end
of the story. In the event of a limb
failure we don’t place the burden of

the replacement
process on either
the dealer or the
customer. If a
dealer calls in for
a replacement
limb it is shipped
the same day and
they don’t have
to return the old
limb, fill out war-

ranty papers or apply for a credit.
The process is easy and simple for
both the customer and the dealer
and has helped Parker build brand
loyalty.”

Parkers’ dedication to customer
service is obvious either on the
phone or in person. As I walked
through the neat office complex I
overheard several conversations
between in-house technicians and
customers on the other end of the
phone covering a wide variety of
customer related issues, all being
conducted in a friendly and helpful
manner.

Parker actively promotes factory
pre-assembled bow packages which
they first introduced in 1998.
However Parker likes to refer to them
as Outfitter Packages because they
go beyond simply adding acces-
sories to a bow. “We used the same

Bill Hoffman, Crossbow Production Supervisior, holds a box of
the company’s own Super Carbon brand of crossbow bolts. They
will be matched up with crossbow stock sub-assemblies (below)
and the appropriate limbs and  accessories to make up Outfitter
Packages (at right). The popular Outfitter Crossbow Packages are
hot sellers for the dealer and a great way to get started in
bowhunting for the gun hunters their traditionally-styled stocks
appeal to. Parker introduced crossbows in 2003 that were lighter
in weight than competing brands. The downsized- Buck Buster
added in 2006 is the lightest yet, at just 6.2 pounds.





exception of the bow quiver which is
included and simply snaps in place,”
Grace added. “However we don’t just
install the accessories, we set the bow
up completely. We install the nocking
point, the string peep, adjust the
arrow rest, install the sight and set the
first sight pin for 20 yards. The cus-
tomer can take the bow out of the box
and hit the target.”

“The Outfitter Package is great
for the dealer as well,” Grace contin-
ued. “The dealer saves at least one
hour of set-up time when selling the
Outfitter Packages. That’s money
saved that goes directly to the bot-
tom line, not to mention a customer
that is quickly satisfied.”

Parker’s sales figures indicate
that 75 percent of its low to mid
priced range bows and 40 percent of
the high end bows are sold as
Outfitter Packages. In comparison 98
percent of their crossbows were sell-
ing as Outfitter Packages. One dealer
told ArrowTrade, “It takes me longer
to ring-up the credit card sale then it
does to sell an Outfitter Package.”  

Parker early on recognized the
importance of the youth market.
Now it offers the popular “Grow Up
With Parker” program. Any original
owner who has purchased a
Challenger or Buck Shot Bow can

return that bow to the factory and
have it upgraded to accommodate
the growing young archer for a flat

charge of $49.95. A bow purchased
originally with 30 pound limbs can
be upgraded to 40 or 50 pound limbs
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John Black, Group Leader in Parkers Bow Production, is shown here attaching hand
grips to bow risers. Parker breaks down the bow assembly process into a number of logi-
cal steps and builds sub-assemblies which are then assembled into completed bows. This
process allows for more efficient and uniform assembly procedures.

These completed Parker Outfitter Packages are ready to be packed and placed in inven-
tory awaiting shipment. Parker Outfitter Packages are so popular among dealers that
one dealer told ArrowTrade, “It takes me longer to ring-up the credit card sale then it
does to convince a customer to buy an Outfitter Package.”

Although the metal machining and fin-
ishing operations are handled elsewhere,
all of Parker bows are designed in-house.
These blueprints detail how a riser is to be
produced for a current model.








